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ABSTRACT

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are becoming a significant asset to the military.  This has given rise
to the development of the Vehicle Control and Simulation System (VCSS), a low-cost ground support
and control system deployable to any UAV testing site, with the capability to support ground crew and
pilot training, real-time telemetry simulation, distribution, transmission and reception, mission planning,
and Global Positioning System (GPS) reception.  This paper describes the development of the VCSS
detailing its capabilities, demonstrating its use in the field, and showing its novel use of internet
technology for vehicle control telemetry distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

During the testing and mission planning of a UAV, significant resources are required for supporting the
vehicle.  Large support teams are on hand to assist the test launch of a UAV shown in Figure 1.  The
Advanced Technology Test Team (ATTT) at NAWC recognized the need for a low-cost, portable and
rapidly deployable ground control system for the UAV.  The solution for these requirements was the
VCSS, which has been jointly developed by ATTT, Octant Technologies, Inc., Greystone, and Boeing.
The ATTT supported the antenna development, equipment miniaturization and project management
roles during system development.  Octant Technologies provided the system integration and
configuration software, command routing, telemetry architecture, and overall system architecture
implementation.  Greystone provided the visualization package for the heads-up display (HUD) of the
vehicle.  Boeing provided the flight simulation algorithms running on the VCSS system.



Figure 1 UAV BQM-74.

The VCSS has just completed its third phase of development.  In Phase I of the development, Universal
Replacement Auto-Pilot1 (URAP) simulation code developed by Boeing’s Phantom Works in St. Louis
was converted into a real-time simulation that could be run on Octant Technologies’ Real-Time VME-
based target called Orion2.  URAP pertains to the software package developed by Boeing under NAWC
Advanced Technology Test Team supervision to support the UAV vehicle.  In Phase II of the VCSS,
additional telemetry distribution and recording functions were added to the vehicle which include
telemetry simulation and decommutation of an alternate telemetry format, called GRIPS, as well as the
URAP’s own telemetry frame.  The ability to view data through web-browser screens was also
enhanced.  These capabilities provide local area access on a small network to VCSS telemetry data
being simulated.  In the third phase of development, the VCSS was given the capability to assist mission
planners by producing high fidelity mission simulations on the real-time target.  Planners are able to
verify whether their pre-planned missions can be successfully flown or not.  Additionally, UAV pilots-
in-training are given the option to use actual hardware panels or to use software virtual panels through
the web-browser interface, enhancing the flexibility of interaction with the VCSS system.  Two major
modes of use were created for the VCSS.  In the flight mode, the VCSS is used to receive and distribute
telemetry, send uplink commands, and give the pilot the option of controlling the vehicle through
software panels or hardware panels.  In the simulation mode, mission planners are allowed to initialize
the vehicle with pre-planned mission files and simulate the outcome of a mission.  The pilot can also
control the simulated UAV through either hardware or software panels as in the flight mode.

Ultimately, the goal of the VCSS is to provide a low-cost, rapidly deployable ground support and control
system capable of pilot and ground crew training as well as control of the actual UAV vehicle.  With a
host of visualization tools to aid the mission planners and pilots, the VCSS also aims to support safe test
sites without formal ranging control of the vehicle.  This will greatly enhance the flexibility of the
system in the field.

CORE CAPABILITIES AND MODES OF OPERATION

The VCSS has three core capabilities:3

Flight Simulation and Mission Planning:
Real-Time simulation of the mission using a six degree of freedom (6DOF) model of the UAV and
embedded flight software with the ability to initialize the simulation with any ground launched
mission.



Vehicle Communication:
UAV telemetry decommutation, UAV joystick commanding, ground cockpit I/O interface to UAV
RF system, and UAV telemetry simulation with support for URAP and GRIPS telemetry formats.

Data Distribution:
Display telemetry and concurrent mission simulation data, Heads-Up Display (HUD), 3D flight
visualization, and telemetry broadcast to other clients.
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Figure 2 VCSS Core Capabilities.

Through use of the modular software technology, called Multi-Model System (MMS), built into Orion,
tying all the core components of the VCSS together, connectivity between components can be
customized to the requested mode of operation at hand.  MMS is Octant Technologies' solution to rapid
prototyping and rapid development of large scale software systems.  It allows flexible system
configuration at boot-time through use of a text-based “scenario” file defining the configuration using a
mix of the core capabilities shown in Figure 2.  One such basic configuration is that of decommutation
and display of telemetry shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Telemetry Display Configuration.

With a requirement to train pilots as well, the VCSS system allows for different modes of training with
the pilot in the loop.  These modes are all configurable through use of the MMS architecture and the



appropriate scenario file used to describe all connectivity between models in the system.  Figure 4 shows
one configuration below:
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Figure 4 Pilot-In-The-Loop Flight Configuration

In the Flight configuration, the pilot may take control of the actual vehicle during flight.  Capable of
switching between the use of hardware panels or virtual software panels, the pilot can hone his flying
skills on either panel since the software panels have been modeled to match the hardware panels.
Commanding carried out through the virtual panels allows the VCSS system to be independent of the
hardware controls, as well as allowing other people on the local area network to actually control the
vehicle.  During pre-planned missions, the pilot may break into the mission sequencing flight software
that controls the UAV through a series of way-points and action-points, and manually take control of the
vehicle.  As shown in Figure 4, this mode also allows telemetry command uplink and decommutation to
the vehicle while broadcasting telemetry over a local area network.  From the decommutated telemetry
frames, data is also streamed to the 3D HUD to display the glass cockpit view of the vehicle.

The other configuration of use for the VCSS is the Pilot-in-the-Loop Simulation configuration.  In this
configuration, a simulation model of the UAV vehicle, including environmental models and flight
algorithms, is run real time on the VME target. Simulation data is used to create PCM telemetry frames
that are looped back into telemetry bit and frame-sync boards.  This configuration tests and verifies the
telemetry simulation, reception, distribution, and 3D visualization of the VCSS system while assisting in
pilot training and mission planning.  Hardware panels can also be connected to the simulation.  As in the
Flight mode, the pilot can choose between virtual or hardware control panels.
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Figure 5 Pilot-in-the-Loop Simulation Configuration.

A key component of the Pilot-in-the-Loop mode is the ability to simulate planned missions created from
the UAV mission editor tool.  Missions created under this tool are then loaded into the real-time
simulation on initialization of the VCSS system.  With this functionality, mission planners may validate
a planned mission prior to a UAV test flight.  Figure 5 details the configuration involved to run the
VCSS in Pilot-in-the-Loop Simulation mode.

TELEMETRY ARCHITECTURE

Generation and decommutation of telemetry frames is accomplished through the database driven
telemetry software module called TelemBase, produced by Octant Technologies, Inc. It is a middleware
component between the hardware telemetry devices and actual engineering values extracted from the RF
signals.  To fully test and verify telemetry reception, three different telemetry boards were needed to
help generate and receive PCM telemetry.  The implemented telemetry boards and their functional
description are given in the table below:

VME Telemetry
Board

Functional Description Bit Transfer Bandwidth

SBS Berg 4400-VF-10 PCM Bit Synchronizer 250 bps to 10 Mbps
SBS Berg 4411-VX PCM Decommutator 100 bps to 6.0 Mbps
SBS Berg 4416-VF PCM Simulator 1.0 bps to 10 Mbps

Table 1 Implemented Telemetry Hardware.

By being able to generate the URAP’s own telemetry frame format or GRIPS telemetry format, the
VCSS is able to test and verify its telemetry reception and decommutation capability by merely looping
back the simulated signal to the telemetry reception boards.



TELEMETRY DATA DISTRIBUTION

Distribution of the data in the local area network is accomplished through the Multicast Client (MCC)
which registers for specific data points from the target through the Octant Stream Server (OSS), another
component of the MMS suite of integration software of the VCSS system. The target-embedded OSS
server is dynamically configurable, allowing specific data points to be streamed out at any specified data
rate.  MCC configures the Octant Stream Server at run-time to stream specific points from any models
defined in the MMS system. There are three main functions of the Multicast client in the VCSS system.
Figure 7 details the important key points of the Multicast client.

As shown in Figure 6, the MCC client is
responsible for sending data to the Greystone HUD
system and sending GPS signals in National
Marines Electronic Association (NMEA) format
0183 to the COM1 port of the host computer.  This
is then used by the Street Atlas and Falcon View
programs to display the location of the vehicle.
The OSS target real-time embedded server and the
Multicast Clients are significant VCSS components
for distributing data to the pertinent data display
systems requiring data for visualization and control
purposes.  The DataScope client is the only data
display client that does not use the MCC client to
obtain data.  It uses a web browser plug-in adapter
to query data from the target rather than through
MCC.

          Figure 6 VCSS Data Distribution.

COST-EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT AND PORTABILITY

The VCSS system was built under a very modest budget.  All hardware components of the VCSS consist
of Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products except the NAWC interface board.  Table 2 lists the
components in addition to the telemetry cards in Table 1, involved in the assembly of the VCSS system:

COTS Product Function
VMIVME - 2510 64 Channel Digital I/O
VMIVME - 2210 64-Channel Relay
VMIVME - 3114 A/D, D/A board
VMIVME - PowerPC CPU, MHz
NAWC Interface Providing Vehicle State Data

Table 2 Additional VCSS Hardware Components
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MCC

Street Atlas GPS Client

MCC

GLG Plug-in

Greystone HUD



The use of COTS products reduced the cost of the VCSS significantly.  Advantages of using COTS
products include established customer support, industry wide acceptance, and typically, a wide variety
of supported interfaces.  Use of COTS products also eases the task of integration requiring less time and
resources than creating customized VME boards.  There was only one customized board used in the
VCSS system.  This board was used as an interface between hardware specifically used by NAWC and
for URAP state information streamed to display panels (e.g.,revolutions per minute (RPM), barometric
altitude, encoded discretes, etc.).

The HUD display software was also a COTS product, from Greystone Digital Technology.  With the
software running on an SGI computer, the pilot–in-training receives a virtual view of the aircraft
environment in real time.  This component of the VCSS system  increases pilot situational awareness.
GreyStone’s Real-Time Application Graphics Environment (RAGE) was designed specifically for
providing real-time 3D graphics visualization and was incorporated into the VCSS system.

In addition to using COTS products, Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools were used to
implement the real-time software modules run on the target.  MatrixX was the primary tool used to
develop real-time software models needed to integrate all the components of the VCSS system.  This
tool was also the tool of choice for Boeing’s Phantom Works development of the URAP software
package.  Using the MatrixX suite of software tools, Boeing’s dynamics models of the UAV in the time-
domain were transformed to the discrete domain, allowing the system to be run real-time as discretized
software models.

Orion and MMS software, COTS products from Octant Technologies, provided the integration tools
needed to quickly and seamlessly interconnect all the VCSS software components. MMS provided the
structure needed to run all the models in real-time, with VxWorks as the Real-Time Operating System
(RTOS), scheduling all the software components running at different rates. Using a text “scenario” file
created by the user, the MMS software configures all software components accordingly at run-time.
MMS also provides the functionality for streaming real-time data with the use of its multicast
technology.

The VCSS system has been designed with portability in mind as well.  The VME chassis, with all the
necessary VME cards and cables, is conveniently enclosed in a ruggedized case as shown in Figure 7.
In addition, an SGI computer and monitor required for the HUD display, and a WindowsNT host
computer briefcase laptop were used.  This packaging customization was performed by ATTT.

Model 6159
Radar Set
Control
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Model 6160-1
Antenna Group

(Unit 1) Model 6161
Target Position Display

(Unit 3)

Model 7193-3
Data Display Unit

(Unit 4)

Model 7192-3
Command Unit

(Unit 5)

Figure 7 – Ruggedized VME Chassis and Luggable Equipment.



The hardware components depicted in Figure 7 are as follows:

• Antenna Group: Houses the high gain antenna system.
• Radar Set Control: Antenna controller and electronics for command and telemetry RF

interface.
• Target Position Display: High-resolution flat panel display and pilot control input hardware.
• Data Display Unit: Host computer used to control Orion hardware and software while

providing simulation performance and telemetry data display. This system provides pilot
inputs through a DataScope virtual Pilot Control screen allowing full UAV control.

• Command Unit: Contains the Orion system with RF interfaces, telemetry simulation and
processing boards and hardware I/O boards.

Currently there is a significant amount of UAV test-site support equipment, requiring truck grounded
hardware for fully supporting URAP ground launches.  With successive phases of VCSS development,
the ATTT’s approach to miniaturizing equipment has brought about a significant reduction in the VCSS
hardware involved with supporting a test launch.  This approach has allowed the VCSS system to
become a portable, luggable system.

SYSTEM HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Figure 8 details the configuration of hardware within the VCSS system.  Connections to and from the
VME Chassis and Real-Time Simulation Environment were handled by the MMS integration software.
All other hardware connectivity is attained physically through appropriate cables.  There is no need to
have different hardware configurations to run the two different modes of Pilot-in-the-Loop Simulation
and Flight.  The two modes are configured solely through the scenario configuration files used by the
MMS software.
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DEPLOYMENT HISTORY AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Phases I and II of VCSS development  have produced systems suitable for high fidelity simulations and
telemetry simulation. These previous phases have been used as technology demonstrators and telemetry
processing and distribution units. Actual vehicle control in flight has not yet been  performed with these
systems. With the most recent Phase III delivery in April 2000, the system has gained arbitrary ground-
launched mission simulation capability and full pilot control integration with flight models and vehicle
control inputs.  Manual pilot control functionality through the VCSS and RF link has been verified with
the vehicle on the ground but not in flight.  These tests shall be performed in the coming months. All
versions of the VCSS have been tested in the mission simulation and telemetry management role.
Testing has been done in support of live flight tests at the following locations:

• White Sands Missile Range, NM
• Point Mugu Sea Range, CA
• Edwards Air Force Base, CA

Full flight control using the VCSS shall be phased in over the next year.  The procedure will be to allow
manual pilot inputs at altitude for brief periods. Progressive extension of the control envelope shall
continue over time with the goal of full URAP vehicle control during a spring 2001 deployment and test
in Australia.  There, the VCSS system shall be used for mission planning, pilot training, flight control,
and telemetry processing and distribution.

There are several approaches being investigated for the next phase of development for the VCSS system.
The ultimate short-term goal, is to develop a system which can operate during remote deployments
without the services of a formal range control facility.  With the current capabilities of the system, this
goal is on the brink of achievement.  For the future of the VCSS, the following are enhancements being
considered:

• Over the Horizon Control - Supports conventional direct RF link command, control, and
telemetry methods.

• Satellite Data Link Technologies - ATTT is examining satellite data link technologies to greatly
extend system functionality and flexibility. The VCSS architecture is suitable for communication
paths with restricted bandwidth via satellite communication. Currently, the system has a
throughput of 112 kbps.  Present satellite technology allows for up to 9600 bps with a single RF
terminal.  Telemetry-driven, real-time, three-dimensional visualization overcomes the reduced
bandwidth problem with respect to providing pilot and ground control situational awareness.

• Multiple Vehicle Mission Simulation and Flight Control - The MMS architecture allows
support for the simulated flight of multiple independent vehicles.  CPU utilization performance
on current hardware indicates that as many as eight URAP (or similar) vehicles can be simulated
in real time while still maintaining about 20% CPU throughput reserve. Additional capability can
be achieved through careful software manual optimization. No special optimization activities
have been done to date.  Orion also supports the control of multiple vehicles in either formation
or independent flight. However, the existing hardware support is not in place for this



functionality. More RF data link equipment, command, and telemetry processing boards are
required to expand this capability.

• Dynamic Alarm and Warning Limits - One feature that the MMS architecture enables is the
operation of the mission simulation, simultaneously with a URAP flight. This capability suggests
the possibility of performing real-time comparisons of simulation and telemetry data to aid pilots
and ground crews with mission following tasks. Dynamic alarms and warnings become a
possibility. Should the vehicle deviate from or be commanded from the pre-planned track such
that mission goals are in jeopardy, the pilot and ground crew would be alerted. For example, in a
low fuel situation, if a pilot were to take control and perform a slow 360° turn that jeopardizes
mission objectives, an alarm or warning would be presented allowing the pilot to take corrective
action.

CONCLUSION

The VCSS is a fully functional, multi-faceted ground support system, with a spectrum of tools laying
down its foundation as a future generation ground support system for UAV vehicles.  Through such
technologies as multicast, Multi-Model System, TelemBase, and RAGE 3D visualization, the VCSS
system is fully capable of supporting a UAV test launch with a small ground crew in a test site without
range control.  Composed mainly of tightly integrated COTS components, the VCSS  system reduces the
cost of supporting UAV ground launches while maximizing its capabilities and functionality to support
such launches.  Equally important, the VCSS system is both a planning and simulation tool for testing
and validating defined UAV missions, and a training tool for ground crew and pilots.   With multicast
internet technology implemented in the VCSS, it also achieves robust and ubiquitous telemetry
transmission across the internet, potentially allowing teams of people across continents to
simultaneously view data or control one or more vehicles in flight.  The VCSS system’s array of tightly
integrated technologies takes the concept of command, control, and telemetry to a higher level.
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